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We present the analysis of 2M1938+4603 (KIC 9472174), a hot hybrid pulsating subdwarf B (sdB) star with a strong reflection effect. This analysis attempts to combine 
seismic modeling and investigation of variations in eclipse minima (O-C diagram) of this system, based on the full set (37 months) of available Kepler data. For 
asteroseismology, we focus on the 22 highest amplitude pulsation modes detected in the 2000-4500 μHz range (mostly p-modes), assuming the sdB star rotation period is 
locked to the orbital period (tidal synchronization). The seismic modeling provides in particular a constraint on the primary mass. We fit Lorentzian function to the 
detrended folded Kepler light curve for each individual eclipse to calculate eclipse minimum times, considering primary and secondary minima. We find the O-C curve has 
cyclic change, which could be explained as light-travel time effect via the presence of a planet with period 418(4) days and minimum mass 2.43 ± 0.073 MJ . 
Introduction
The 2M1938+4603 system is a close binary with an orbital period of ~3 hr that lies in the Kepler field. It includes a pulsating sdB primary with a cool M-dwarf companion. The high albedo of the M-dwarf leads to a strong 
reflection effect. In addition, this binary exhibits grazing primary and secondary eclipses, Ostensen et al. (2010) derived from spectroscopic measurements an effective temperature Teff = 29546 ± 106 K and logg = 5.425 ± 0.009 
dex. Soon after, Barlow et al. (2012), by calculating the O-C curves (eclipse timing variations), constrained the masses of the two components, and at last Baran et al. (2015), after removing the most significant modes in the 
pulsation spectrum, derived the eclipse timings and found a long term modulation that they interpreted as a planet orbiting the system. In this work, we attempt, for the first time, a quantitative asteroseismic study of this system 
and we revisite it’s O-C curve by measuring and analyzing the eclipse timing variations.
Figure 1  –  Probability distribution for mass (right panel) and the fraction mass of the outer hydrogen-rich envelope(middle panel) and mass fraction of helium in the core (left panel) around the optimal seismic solution for KIC 
9472174. Red-shaded areas contains 68%of distribution and provide the 1σ error estimate for the considered quantity. The vertical blue-dashed line indicates the optimal model solution. 
l k m ∆X/X(%) ∆P(s) ∆ν(μHz) Amp(%)
0 0 0 2729.110 2727.030 366.420 366.670 -0.076 -0.280 +2.08 0.0032
1 0 0 2735.410 2742.839 365.576 364.586 +0.271 +0.990 -7.429 0.0137
1 -1 -1 2640.847 2641.370 378.666 378.591 0.020 +0.075 -0.522 0.0026
1 -1 0 2593.393 2594.976 385.595 385.360 0.061 +0.235 -1.583 0.0038
1 -1 1 2551.352 2548.583 391.949 392.375 -0.109 -0.426 +2.769 0.0013
2 -1 -1 2865.125 2860.447 349.025 349.595 -0.163 -0.571 4.678 0.0028
2 -1 0 2771.874 2769.721 360.767 361.047 -0.078 -0.280 2.153 0.0020
2 -1 +1 2678.162 2678.995 373.390 373.274 +0.031 0.116 -0.833 0.0049
2 -2 +2 2173.783 2172.688 460.027 460.259 -0.050 -0.231 +1.094 0.0013
4 +2 +3 4400.051 4397.832 227.270 227.385 -0.050 -0.115 +2.219 0.0018
4 0 +2 3459.145 3456.873 289.089 289.279 -0.065 -0.190 +2.272 0.0013
4 -1 +2 3205.767 3206.093 311.938 311.906 +0.010 +0.032 -0.327 0.0025
4 -2 +2 2739.368 2746.921 365.048 364.044 +0.275 +1.004 -7.553 0.0018
4 -2 +3 2663.343 2657.772 375.468 376.255 -0.210 -0.787 +5.571 0.0015
4 -3 -3 2892.424 2894.157 345.731 345.524 +0.060 +0.207 -1.733 0.0020
4 -3 -2 2804.812 2804.529 356.530 356.566 -0.010 -0.036 +0.283 0.0030
4 -3 +4 2265.812 2266.760 441.343 441.158 0.042 +0.187 -0.949 0.0313
4 -4 -1 2449.870 2450.950 408.185 408.005 +0.044 +0.180 -1.080 0.0013
4 -4 +3 2133.617 2138.620 468.690 467.591 +0.234 +1.096 -5.003 0.0024
4 -4 +4 2066.584 2060.538 483.890 485.310 -0.293 -1.420 +6.046 0.0025
4 -5 -4 2384.105 2382.046 419.445 419.807 -0.086 -0.362 +2.059 0.0011
4 -5 -2 2200.045 2203.755 454.536 453.771 +0.168 +0.765 -3.711 0.0082
Table 1. Mode identification and details of the optimal frequency match obtained for KIC 9472174. The 
mean relative dispersion of the fit is              = 0.109% (X = P or ν), corresponding to        = 0.436 s,         = 
2.816 μHz.
Seismic modeling:
The forward method for seismic modeling consists of matching theoretical oscillation spectra 
computed from appropriate stellar models to the observed frequencies of the star. By minimizing a 
merit function (χ2-type), we find the best possible match in the model parameter space (Charpinet et 
al. 2005, 2008; Van Grootel et al. 2013; Charpinet et al. 2015).
2M1938+4603 has a notoriously complex pulsation spectrum of both p- and g-modes, most likely 
strongly influenced by the presumably fast (tidally synchronized) rotation of the pulsating sdB 
component.  Modelling the pulsation spectrum of this star globally would prove highly challenging. 
Instead, we explore the possibility of obtaining useful information from a subset of the spectrum. 
We select the 22 highest amplitude pulsation modes detected in the 2000-4500 μHz, which are 
mostly p-modes or low-order g-modes (see Table 1), and restrict our seismic study to these modes 
only. The reasons for this selection are two-fold: 1) choosing a frequency range where the first order 
approximation for calculating rotational splittings still holds reasonably well, assuming the star 
rotation period is locked to the orbital period (through tidal synchronization), and 2) selecting most 
visible (highest-amplitude) modes such that we can reasonably limit the search for a seismic 
solution assuming modes of degree l=0, 1, 2, and 4 (i.e., the modes having the highest visibilities; 
Charpinet et al. 2011). 
The search for an optimal solution is done within the parameter space relevant for sdB stars, using 
our last generation of sdB static models. External contraints from spectroscopy (Ostensen et al. 
2010) are implemented into the optimization procedure, considering a seven parameter search that 
covers                                                              ,                                           ,                     
                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                  
Figure 1 shows the probability distribution functions obtained for the three main parameters that are 
the mass     ,outer hydrogen envelope              and mass fraction of helium still left in the core          
which are relatively well constrained. Table 1 presents the details of the fit. The average relative 
dispersion of this solution is            = 0.109% ( X = P or ν), corresponding to       = 0.436s, and       = 
2.816 μHz, which is a good fit by current standards.
 Figure 2 - In the top panel the O-C diagram of KIC 
9472174 calculated with the Kepler EB ephemeris 
plus the quadratic term is shown as the solid line. 
Second panel displays the residuals of the quadratic 
term (O-C)1 and solid line shows the LTT effect. 
The third panel shows the residuals from the 
complete equation 2.  
.
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Table 2. Orbital parameters of the planet
Longitude of the 
periastron passage,
Mass function,
Projected semimajor axis,
Orbital period,
Semi-amplitude, K(d)
Periastron passage, T
Eccentric, e
Rate of the period change 
of binary,
Values
2454881.000
418(4)
The changes in the O-C curve:
The ephemeris of KIC 9472174 has been reported in the Kepler EB catalog (Prša et al. 2011).
                                                                                                                           (1)
E is the observation epoch. We calculated the O-C curve by using the ephemeris from equation 1. 
To revise the parameters of the plant, we analyze the O-C curve, and the O-C diagram was 
described by the following equation (Irwin 1952).                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                           (2)                              
                                                                           
T, P are the epoch and period and τ is the light time effect due to the presence of the third object. 
At first fitting the quadratic term, the corresponding curve is plotted in the top panel of Figure 2 
and the rate of period change is determined. In the second stage by considering residuals of the 
quadratic fit we analyzed the cyclic change of the light time effect. To extract the period of the 
third body, we used the dedicated software FELIX (Charpinet et al. 2010, see also Zong et al. 
2016a). Two significant peaks were obvious in the O-C curve, with periods of almost 418 and 3.7 
days, the first is the period of the third body and second is a spurious period. Barlow et al. (2012) 
mentioned that pulsations in the primary companion are effective in the minima of the O-C curve. 
The best fitting of the LTT effect presents in the middle panel of Figure 2. The term of third body 
effect includes five parameters,            , e and ω are the orbital parameters around the central mass 
of the triad system and K and T are the semi-amplitude of the O-C curve and the epoch of 
periastron passage in triad orbit respectively. To calculate the minimum mass of planet we 
considered the mass ratio derived from spectroscopy by Ostensen et al. (2010) and mass of 
primary star from the seismic calculation. The orbital parameters of the planet are listed in table 
2.
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